
CraftBeerPi
and the Homebrew Maker Mindset



Let me begin with a simple question...



We live in a golden age of craft beer. 
So why do we brew?

(It’s not a rhetorical question)



● Sense of pride
● Being part of the process
● Understanding how it works
● Learning and personal growth
● Joy of creativity
● Satisfaction of “I made this”



Two years ago...



Today!

● 2.5 vessel system
● 1350W RIMS tube
● 1350W kettle element
● 1300W Induction plate
● Single pump



Multiple configurations

Addition of a brew bag allows 
for single vessel full-volume 
mash.

Much easier in the winter!



Homebrew controller software running on Raspberry Pi

Created by Manuel Fritsch in Germany

Freeware, labour of love, large support community

Written in Flask, a python web framework. 

Lots of user created plugins

Perfect for DIY tinkerers



The Hardware
● Raspberry Pi kit
● Touch screen
● Box (IKEA medicine cabinet)
● Power distribution (2 plugs in)
● Solid state relays with heat sinks
● Cooling fan
● sensors

With a minimal system, SSR’s can be 
controlled directly from the board.

With added outputs, the current 
demand can exceed the pi board’s IO 
output.

Better to use something like a 
ULN2003 (basically a Darlington 
transistor array) to switch higher 
currents.







A note on electric brewing

It might seem straightforward to build a system like mine with 
just manual switches. Why all the fancy control?

Well, it’s fun!

But more importantly, switching high currents (11+amps) is 
brutal on switches. And when cold, the elements draw even 
more than that.

Using a zero crossover SSR saves on switches.





The software

At its core, CBP has multiple inputs in the form of 
temperature sensors and outputs in the form of switching 
signals to “actors”

You can couple sensors as triggers for the actors to, for 
example, control temperature. 

But you can also control pumps and solenoids and whatever 
else you would like.



The software

You can then set up timed steps, and import files in beerXML 
format.

Plugins allow for PWM and PID control

It can also control and log fermentation, and additional 
plugins for Tilt and iSpindel are also available.



How much did this cost?

Altogether, the system costs about as much as a grainfather.

BUT - outlay was gradual, system is flexible, all parts are “off 
the shelf”. 

System was improved gradually step by step.

And, I MADE IT MYSELF. And that means a lot.



And now 
(hopefully)

A little demo!


